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Abstract. The core of Islamic economic doctrine are religious prohibitions, which actually
determine specific forms of Islamic financial relations and tools for their implementation. Such
doctrinal prohibitions are riba, gharar, maisir, haram.
According to the requirements of Islamic jurisprudence, three types of economic transactions
can be modeled, two of which, according to Islamic economic doctrine, consist riba. Garar is the
second important element in the system of prohibitions that determine specifics of Islamic economic
doctrine. To determine the presence of gharar in a transaction, there must be not just uncertainty,
but indeterminacy. Myser is completely rejected by Islam. It means income, which is not the result
of invested capital or labor, but formed as a result of some accident. The category of haram
operates with two concepts – positive (“allowed”, halal) and negative (“forbidden”, haram).
Islamic economic doctrine, as a phenomenon, that defines the principles, methods, forms and
tools of economic activity in accordance with religious ethics, and Islamic finance, respectively, is a
way to implement such type of financial relations to obtain a halal profit.
Key words: Islamic economic doctrine, Islamic finance, religious ethics, Islamic economic
prohibitions, riba, gharar, maisir, haram.

The “Islamic revival” of the second
half of the XX century led to emergence
and institutionalization for new forms of
socio-economic relations based on
Islamic economic doctrine – Islamic
finance, which are implemented through
specific organizational forms of business
or specific structured financial products /
instruments. Today, the Islamic finance
industry is an objective phenomenon and
an integral part of the global financial
system. In some Muslim countries, this
type of financial relationship is of
systemic importance, covering from 25
% to 40 % of the local financial sector.
At the core of Islamic economic
doctrine
are
certain
religious

prohibitions, which actually determine
the specifics of forms for Islamic
financial relations and tools for their
implementation. Doctrinal prohibitions
are riba, gharar, maisir, haram.
According to the requirements of
Islamic jurisprudence, three types of
economic transactions can be modeled,
two of which, according to Islamic
economic doctrine, have a riba:
• in transactions with the sale of
goods for money (in regular monetary
settlements) allowed both margin (in the
form of added value) and deferred
payment for purchased goods;
• in transactions where the subject of
exchange is homogeneous assets, for
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example, money ↔ money, or goods ↔
goods, there is a riba, both in terms of
margins and in terms of deferred
payments;
• in transactions where the subject of
exchange is non-homogeneous assets, for
example, money ↔ other money (other
currencies), or goods ↔ other goods, it is
allowed to include added value, but it is
prohibited to postpone their execution.
Gharar is the second important
element in the system of prohibitions
which determine the specifics of Islamic
economic doctrine. To determine the
presence of a gharar in a transaction,
there must be not just uncertainty, but
indeterminacy. It is exactly the approach,
which underlies modern practice of
Islamic finance. Forbidden gharar takes
place when there is uncertainty about: a)
the object of the agreement, b) its price.
Maisir is completely rejected by Islam.
It means income, which is not the result
of capital invested or labor imputed, but
formed because of some sort of an
accident. In order to be considered as the
gambling, there must be at least three
elements:

• the existence of an object / asset
for bets for both sides;
• the existence of the game itself,
which determines who wins and who
loses;
• the “winner” receives the property
(part / whole) which the bet is made, and
the loser loses it.
These elements, in the context of
maisir, can be used as restrictions for a
large number of financial transactions
and securities market instruments. These
are speculative transactions, as well as
derivative securities related to risk
hedging.
The category of haram takes an
important place in setting ground
principles of Islamic ethics, which
operates itself within two concepts –
positive (“permitted”, halal) and negative
(“forbidden”, haram).
Islamic economic doctrine, as a
phenomenon, defines the principles,
methods, forms and tools for economic
activity in accordance with religious
ethics, and Islamic finance, respectively,
is a way for implementation such type of
financial relations to obtain a halal profit.
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